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Urban Access Sling – Product Instructions

For more information please visit: www.thinktankphoto.com

Step 1: Position side panel zippers at the top of the bag as 
shown.
Step 2: Feed one zipper pull through the black web loop. 
Step 3: Once the grip is pushed through the loop, cross the 
other slider through the web loop

Step 1: Retrieve rain cover from pocket in bottom of back 
panel.
Step 2: Pull rain cover around front of sling with blue leash 
connected at bottom.
Step 3: Position the black leash under the shoulder strap 
and attach to the red loop.

Step 1: Follow the first two steps of tripod attachment for use 
of the double gate keeper.
Step 2: Attach waistbelt to webbing loops on bottom of bag. 
Be sure buckle is facing outwards before attaching.

ZIPPER LOCK    Secure the side panel zippers for travel. RAIN COVER ATTACHMENT WAISTBELT ATTACHMENT 
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Step 1: For left shoulder carry, 
position the attachment on the 
bottom of the bag to the right (R)
side when facing the back panel.

Step 1: Locate the adjustable tripod strap provided. To open 
the double gate-keeper buckle, press the gate inwards then 
depress the top plastic bar to release the gate.

Step 2: For right shoulder carry, 
position the attachment on the 
bottom of the bag to the left (L)
side when facing the back panel.

Step 2: Slide the opened double gate-keeper buckle through 
the webbing loop and secure the gate by depressing the top 
plastic bar.

Step 3: Be sure to push the metal 
swivel past the hook/loop.

Step 3: Connect the tripod strap to the webbing loops on the 
Urban Access Sling bag. Insert 2–3 tripod legs into the outer 
pocket. Wrap the tripod strap around the top of the tripod to 
minimize weight shift.

Step 4: Press the hook/loop down to 
prevent the shoulder strap from sliding 
out of position.

Step 5: When slinging the bag, be 
sure opposite panel zippers are 
closed tightly.

SLINGS BOTH WAYS    Choose your sling preference to reduce shoulder fatigue on long outings.

TRIPOD ATTACHMENT 
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